The solvothermal decomposition of iron complexes using the heat-up process enables monodisperse Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticle synthesis. Here, we demonstrate that the high reduction potential capability of alkaline metal reagents in the reductive environment allows for pure magnetite phase formation at 200 • C, which is lower than that of typical synthetic method and offers highly crystalline superparamagnetic and ferrimagnetic nanostructures with the ability to control uniformity including spherical and cubic morphology with narrow size distributions. Our method involved reduction of the acetylacetonate and acetate anions to aldehyde and alcohol as an oxygen resource for iron oxide nucleation in an inert condition. For confirming the developed pure surface phase of alkaline metal reagent-assisted magnetite nanoparticle, the magnetic field-dependent shifting of blocking temperature was investigated. The degree of the exchange interaction between core spins and disordered surface spins is attributed to the ratio of core spins and disordered surface spins. The decrease in disordered surface spins deviation due to an enhanced pure phase of magnetite nanoparticles exhibited the negligible shift of the blocking temperature under differently applied external field, and it demonstrated that alkaline metal reagent-induced reductive conditions enable less formation of both disordered surface spins and biphasic nanostructures.
Introduction
Monodisperse magnetic nanostructures have attracted significant interest over last decade due to their importance for both fundamental science and technological applications [1] [2] [3] [4] . Their unique magnetic properties allow for ferrofluids, data recording, and medical applications in drug delivery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and hyperthermal cancer treatment [5] [6] [7] . Among advanced approaches for magnetic nanocrystal synthesis including co-precipitation reactions [8, 9] , sol-gel [10] , hydrothermal/solvothermal [11] , and microemulsion or microwave-assisted methods [12] , the formation of monodisperse Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles has been demonstrated with two typical wet chemical synthetic approaches: (I) solvothermal decomposition of iron (III) oleate complexes; and (2) reductively enhanced reaction using iron (III) acetylacetonate reagents with oleylamine under the reflux condition of high-temperature organic solvents [13] [14] [15] . While abundant chemical synthetic routes have been reported to obtain uniform magnetic nanostructures with size, shape and chemical composition control, however, the tailoring of enhanced pure phase over various iron oxide polymorphology remains a synthetic challenge without the constraint of size due to unstable nanoscale surface and interface which involved phase transformation resulting in unwanted core-shell nanostructures [13, 16, 17] . Here, we report a well-defined dimensional and phase-controlled synthetic method for magnetite nanostructures, assisted by alkaline metal precursors that show higher reduction potentials than that of iron complexes reagent. Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticle is a common magnetic iron oxide nanostructure with an inverse spinel cubic structure in which oxygen forms a face-centered cubic (FCC) closed packing, and Fe cations occupy interstitial tetrahedral sites and octahedral sites [16] . In the case of organic phase synthesis, the high-temperature thermal decomposition of iron (III) oleate complexes in alkene hydrocarbon solvent (e.g., 1-octadecene) is a versatile method for monodisperse magnetite nanoparticles [13] . The decomposition to iron (II) oleate intermediate continuously happened during the heating-up stage and the complete decomposition of iron oleate complexes was allowed at reflux temperature under an inert environment [18] . It readily nucleates wüstite (FeO) phase due to reduction effect of alkene hydrocarbon solvent and the synthesized iron oxide nanoparticles can be oxidized to magnetite after exposure in the air [13] . In contrast, the reductive environment using oleylamine with aromatic ether (e.g., dibenzyl ether) has been applied for the uniform nucleate and growth of iron oxide nanoparticles [14] . An excess amount of oleylamine gave a strong reductive environment and brought the decomposition temperature down to 170 • C. The nucleation of spinel-structured iron oxide nanostructures was directly produced rather than forming intermediate phase (e.g., FeO) first; because the modulated reductive environment with oleylamine led to the reduction of iron cations as well as anion reagent [19] . For instance, the acetylacetonate and acetate anions can be reduced to aldehyde and alcohol as an oxygen resource for iron oxides nucleation in an inert condition [20] [21] [22] . In this context, the magnetite phase nanoparticles with the enhanced reductive condition were readily produced at 200 • C [14] .
Although the typical approaches using both iron oleate in 1-octadecne and iron (III) acetylacetonate in oleylamine/benzyl ether are resourceful for forming uniform iron oxide nanoparticles, the monodisperse size distribution of magnetite nanoparticles showed the size control limitation (e.g., less than 10 nm in the diameter with oleylamine/benzyl ether) [13, 14] . To increase the size of magnetite nanoparticles, the synthesis using iron (III) oleate precursors frequently obtains biphasic nanostructures consisting of a wüstite (antiferromagnetic (AFM) below Neel temperature) core and a spinel (ferrimagnetic (FiM)) shell at which the overall magnetization significantly lowers compared to single-phase Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles [13, 18] . The weakness of the oleate-based approach was improved via applying partial oxygen condition and post-treatment using magnetic field-stimulated phase transformation in ambient conditions [16, 18, 23] . However, purging of oxygen within the as-prepared crude solution enables the formation of a maghemite (γ-Fe 2 O 3 ) phase even at 200 • C [24] . In addition, the reductive effect of oleylamine on iron (III) acetylacetonate is critical for obtaining a uniform nucleation and the redox activity of aromatic ether solvents at reflux temperature enables generation of intermediated radical products including aldehyde group for potential oxidative agents [16] . The harsh conditions with refluxed aromatic ether solution resulted in excess oxidation on the synthesized nanostructures, which formed maghemite phase surface depending on the reaction time [24] . In this context, it is critical to control the reductive nature of iron (III) complex in the decomposition reaction method. Furthermore, it is crucial for reducing to iron (II) complex to form unstable wüstite as nuclei that were readily oxidized into magnetite phase at 200 • C to avoid the formation of maghemite phase. We found that an alkaline metal acetate reagent involving high reduction potential (e.g., magnesium acetate) lead to the burst nucleation of magnetite nanoparticles in the organic solvent phase around 180-200 • C at which an oxygen source can be generated from decomposed acetylacetonate and acetate anions which are working as an oxidizing agent. The addition of alkaline metal acetate reagents opens up the lower temperature synthesis of superparamagnetic magnetite nanocrystals without reflux temperature condition, which can cause phase mixture with maghemite phase. Furthermore, the usage of alkaline metal precursor enables a low-cost synthetic process without a high-cost reducing agent (e.g., 1,2-Hexadecanediol (HDD)).
Materials and Methods

Iron Oxide Nanoparticles Synthesis
Magnetite nanoparticles were prepared using alkaline metal precursors (magnesium acetate tetrahydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, >99.9%, St. Louis, MO, USA)) and iron (III) acetylacetonate (Sigma-Aldrich, >99.9%) added in the mixture of oleylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, 70%, St. Louis, MO, USA), benzyl ether (Aldrich, 90%, St. Louis, MO, USA) in a three-neck flask and magnetically stirred at room temperature. The concentration of alkaline metal agents kept the ratio of Mg/Fe in the range from 0.1 to 0.3. The higher concentration of alkaline metal reagent (e.g., over 0.3) produced the amorphous phase formation at the 200 • C and the maghemite phase with alkaline metal doping was obtained under a reflux temperature condition. 3 mmol of iron (III) acetylacetonate was kept in this study. The size of the magnetic nanoparticles was controlled by the different quantity of oleylamine. In a typical synthesis of 18 nm Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles, the volume ratio of oleylamine to benzyl ether was 15 mL/15 mL and higher ratio provided the smaller size of ferrite nanoparticles. The mixture solution was heated up to 200 • C for 30 min and it maintained for another 60 min. After the heat treatment process, the resultant solution was cooled down to room temperature and ethanol/toluene mixture was added. The synthesized nanoparticles were collected by centrifugation and the obtained product was washed several times and stocked with polar solvents.
Iron Oxide Nanocubes Synthesis
The mixture of iron (III) acetylacetonate (3 mmol), magnesium acetate, oleic acid and sodium oleate was placed in a three-neck round bottom flask containing 15 mL/15 mL of oleylamine/benzyl ether. The reaction mixture was heated up to 120 • C for 30 min to dissolve all solids and kept for additional 30 min. The reduction and nucleation allowed for the black color of reaction temperature of 200 • C for 30 min with vigorous stirring. The same condition alkaline metal reagent for spherical morphology was identically applied to nanocubes formation. The size of nanocubes was controlled by different sodium oleate from 1 mmol to 3 mmol. The result nanocubes were precipitated with the addition of a mixture of hexane/ethanol and the clear supernatant was discarded. The precipitated solids were redispersed in n-hexane.
Structural and Compositional Characterization
The average particle size and shape of as-synthesized nanoparticles was examined using a field-emission transmission electron microscopy (JEOL 2100F FE-TEM, Tokyo, Japan) and energy dispersive spectrometer to confirm chemical composition and existence of alkaline metal ions residue within the synthesized nanoparticles. X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer, Karlsruhe, Germany) was employed for crystalline structure analysis of synthesized magnetite nanoparticles. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Scienta-Gammadata ESCA 200, Uppsala, Sweden) measurements equipped with a monochromatized Al Kα. X-ray source (1486.6 eV) was carried out. The synthesized colloidal solutions in stock solution were deposited on a silicon substrate, inserted in the load lock chamber and then dried in vacuum before the XPS analysis. All samples were charge compensated by an electron gun. Wide scans were acquired in the binding energy (BE) range 20-1200 eV for all the samples.
Magnetic Properties
The blocking temperature of superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles (8.5 mg in the range of temperature from 50 K to 150 K with the applied magnetic field (50 Oe)) was determined by the ZFC (Zero Field Cooling)-FC (Field Cooling) measurement. A superconducting quantum interference device (Quantum Design MPMS 3 SQUID Magnetometer, San Diego, CA, USA) with simple correction method for the sample shape and radially offset effects were used. Magnetic hysteresis loops of all nanoparticles were measured under the maximum magnetic field of ±15,000 Oe (1.5 Tesla) at room temperature with Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM, Lake Shore Model 7404, Westerville, OH, USA).
Results and Discussion
The schematic of our synthetic method shown in Figure 1a outlines the alkaline metal acetate reagent-assisted magnetite nanoparticles synthesis as representatives with magnesium acetate. The decomposed acetylacetonate and acetate anions can enable reduction to aldehyde and alcohol as oxygen resource with a high reduction potential of alkaline metal ions in the reductive environment. For alkaline metal reagent-assisted magnetite nanoparticles formation, we choose magnesium acetate based on the following considerations: (1) alkaline metal reagent can be decomposed at a lower temperature than that of iron (III) reagent; (2) species with relatively small ionization energies is preferred; and (3) higher reducing potential than that of iron reagent is crucial to avoid precipitation of alkaline metal oxide or alloy [25, 26] . 
The schematic of our synthetic method shown in Figure 1a outlines the alkaline metal acetate reagent-assisted magnetite nanoparticles synthesis as representatives with magnesium acetate. The decomposed acetylacetonate and acetate anions can enable reduction to aldehyde and alcohol as oxygen resource with a high reduction potential of alkaline metal ions in the reductive environment. For alkaline metal reagent-assisted magnetite nanoparticles formation, we choose magnesium acetate based on the following considerations: (1) alkaline metal reagent can be decomposed at a lower temperature than that of iron (III) reagent; (2) species with relatively small ionization energies is preferred; and (3) higher reducing potential than that of iron reagent is crucial to avoid precipitation of alkaline metal oxide or alloy [25, 26] . The color transition from red to brown happened after decomposition of Fe(acac)3 and then the reduction and nucleation led to the black color at the reaction temperature (200 °C) with time. The oleylamine can act as surfactant of weaker ligand during the reaction for giving spherical Fe3O4 nuclei due to negligible energy difference for different crystal planes on the surface of the nuclei [27] . It is worth noting that amorphous iron oxide phase nuclei at the initial stage reaching 200 °C were readily oxidized to magnetite phase which was confirmed with powder X-ray diffraction method ( Figure S1 ). Under the identical conditions to previous reports, our amorphous phase nucleation can readily lead to the formation of larger nucleation which allows for the larger size of magnetite nanoparticles that that of the previous reports without the alkaline metal reagents [10] . The crystallization at 200 °C for 1 h reaction time allowed for the formation of magnetite phase with homogeneous spherical shape. The higher temperature than 200 °C can enable improvement of magnetite phase formation; however, XPS analysis showed that fully oxidized maghemite phase transformed from magnetite can exist over 200 °C ( Figure S2 ). Furthermore, the size of magnetite nanoparticles was controlled with a volume ratio of oleylamine and aromatic ether. Uniform magnetite nanoparticles with tailoring size from 8 nm to 18 nm were confirmed by transmission The color transition from red to brown happened after decomposition of Fe(acac) 3 and then the reduction and nucleation led to the black color at the reaction temperature (200 • C) with time. The oleylamine can act as surfactant of weaker ligand during the reaction for giving spherical Fe 3 O 4 nuclei due to negligible energy difference for different crystal planes on the surface of the nuclei [27] . It is worth noting that amorphous iron oxide phase nuclei at the initial stage reaching 200 • C were readily oxidized to magnetite phase which was confirmed with powder X-ray diffraction method ( Figure S1 ). Under the identical conditions to previous reports, our amorphous phase nucleation can readily lead to the formation of larger nucleation which allows for the larger size of magnetite nanoparticles that that of the previous reports without the alkaline metal reagents [10] . The crystallization at 200 • C for 1 h reaction time allowed for the formation of magnetite phase with homogeneous spherical shape. The higher temperature than 200 • C can enable improvement of magnetite phase formation; however, XPS analysis showed that fully oxidized maghemite phase transformed from magnetite can exist over 200 • C ( Figure S2 ). Furthermore, the size of magnetite nanoparticles was controlled with a volume ratio of oleylamine and aromatic ether. Uniform magnetite nanoparticles with tailoring size from 8 nm to 18 nm were confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as shown in Figure 1b -e. The 18 nm magnetite nanoparticles were obtained from the condition using a mixture of oleylamine (15 mL) and ether (15 mL). The smallest size (8 nm) of the nanoparticles in this study was obtained when only oleylamine was used. Compared with the previous report [14] , our approach with alkaline metal reagents provided an increase in the size under the identical condition of the oleylamine/aromatic ether ratio. We washed out the unreacted and residue of alkaline metal reagent with toluene/ethanol mixture, which was confirmed by energy dispersive analysis and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) ( Figures S3 and S4) .
We performed the magnetic studies of major (15,000 Oe) and minor (150 Oe) magnetization (M)-field (H) characteristics using a vibrating sample mode magnetometer (VSM, Quantum Design PPMS, San Diego, CA, USA) at room temperature as shown in Figure 2a . Spherical iron oxide nanoparticles with different size from 8 nm to 18 nm show the typical characteristics of superparamagnetic behavior with saturation magnetization values (up to 75 emu/g at 18 nm) smaller than the bulk magnetite (92 emu/g) at room temperature. The saturation magnetization decrease agreed with the presence of the surface spin effect enhancement while the size of magnetite nanoparticles reduced. Furthermore, the coercivity and remanence magnetization value from the minor hysteresis curves with 150 Oe maximum field in the inset of Figure 2a shows very close to zero. We also confirmed that the degree of magnetization increment in minor hysteresis curves was attributed to a surface spin effect. The magnetization versus temperature measurement was performed in zero-field cooling (ZFC) with a 50 Oe probe field in Figure 2b . Convergence of ZFC-FC mode curves above the blocking temperature was observed, which is coincident with an irreversible temperature of superparamagnetism ( Figure S5 ). The normalized magnetization-dependent temperature exhibited the maximum peak shift of ZFC mode curve to higher temperature with the increase of the nanoparticles sizes. We observed the blocking temperature to be 78 K for 18 nm magnetite nanoparticles, which decrease to 58 K for the 8 nm magnetite nanoparticles due to an enhancement in magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy for the larger particles sizes [28] . Compared with the previous report [14] , our approach with alkaline metal reagents provided an increase in the size under the identical condition of the oleylamine/aromatic ether ratio. We washed out the unreacted and residue of alkaline metal reagent with toluene/ethanol mixture, which was confirmed by energy dispersive analysis and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) ( Figures S3 and S4) .
We performed the magnetic studies of major (15,000 Oe) and minor (150 Oe) magnetization (M)-field (H) characteristics using a vibrating sample mode magnetometer (VSM, Quantum Design PPMS, San Diego, CA, USA) at room temperature as shown in Figure 2a . Spherical iron oxide nanoparticles with different size from 8 nm to 18 nm show the typical characteristics of superparamagnetic behavior with saturation magnetization values (up to 75 emu/g at 18 nm) smaller than the bulk magnetite (92 emu/g) at room temperature. The saturation magnetization decrease agreed with the presence of the surface spin effect enhancement while the size of magnetite nanoparticles reduced. Furthermore, the coercivity and remanence magnetization value from the minor hysteresis curves with 150 Oe maximum field in the inset of Figure 2a shows very close to zero. We also confirmed that the degree of magnetization increment in minor hysteresis curves was attributed to a surface spin effect. The magnetization versus temperature measurement was performed in zero-field cooling (ZFC) with a 50 Oe probe field in Figure 2b . Convergence of ZFC-FC mode curves above the blocking temperature was observed, which is coincident with an irreversible temperature of superparamagnetism ( Figure S5 ). The normalized magnetization-dependent temperature exhibited the maximum peak shift of ZFC mode curve to higher temperature with the increase of the nanoparticles sizes. We observed the blocking temperature to be 78 K for 18 nm magnetite nanoparticles, which decrease to 58 K for the 8 nm magnetite nanoparticles due to an enhancement in magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy for the larger particles sizes [28] . The magnetic field-dependent exchange interaction between core spins and disordered surface spins within corresponding nanostructures was reported by the field-dependent shift of blocking temperature [29] . The alignment of disordered surface spins is dependent on the strength of the external magnetic field, at which the exchange coupling led to the variation of extrinsic blocking temperature as maximum point of ZFC characteristics, and their interaction was not associated with the dipole-dipole interaction. In this context, higher exchange coupling led to higher extrinsic blocking temperature due to the contribution of disordered surface spins. The magnetic field-dependent exchange interaction between core spins and disordered surface spins within corresponding nanostructures was reported by the field-dependent shift of blocking temperature [29] . The alignment of disordered surface spins is dependent on the strength of the external magnetic field, at which the exchange coupling led to the variation of extrinsic blocking temperature as maximum point of ZFC characteristics, and their interaction was not associated with the dipole-dipole interaction. In this context, higher exchange coupling led to higher extrinsic blocking temperature due to the contribution of disordered surface spins.
We synthesized two magnetite nanoparticles with identical size (15 nm) and spherical morphology. One (MNP alkaline ) was obtained using alkaline metal reagent at 200 • C, and the other (MNP typical ) was produced without alkaline metal reagents at reflux temperature conditions of organic solvent. To evaluate a blocking temperature under the different external magnetic field, we performed a ZFC mode measurement using Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) under differently applied magnetic field (15 Oe, 30 Oe, and 50 Oe) from 50 K to 150 K in Figure 3 . At the condition of the lowest field of 15 Oe showed in Figure 3a in this study, the MNP alkaline (open square in Figure 3 ) showed lower blocking temperature with higher magnetization value than that of the MNP typical (solid square in Figure 3) . A high degree of exchange interactions between the core spins and disordered surface spins under 15 Oe magnetic field result in higher blocking temperature of~88 K for MNP typical comparing with~73 K for MNP alkaline . We understood that the alkaline metal reagent-assisted magnetite nanoparticles were less affected by surface disordered spins on exchange coupling leading to the negligible change of blocking temperature, which can indirectly present that surface phase was improved with addition of alkaline metal reagents when synthesized. As the blocking temperature is more critical to the nature of the disordered surface spins, the alkaline metal reagent-assisted iron oxide nanoparticles allow for fewer exchange interactions, and the surface spin deviation degree was tailored by treatment of reductive synthetic conditions with alkaline metal complexes. As the external magnetic field increases up to 50 Oe shown in Figure 3b ,c, MNP typical showed the variation of extrinsic blocking temperature shifting to the lower temperature from 88 K to 73 K. In contrast, the maximum point of ZFC curves of MNP alkaline shows the negligible change of the extrinsic blocking temperature (~73 K). Under the magnetic field with 50 Oe, both magnetic nanoparticles of MNP alkaline and MNP typical showed identical blocking temperatures and magnetization. Enhanced magnetic phase enables less disordered surface spins effect in magnetic nanoparticles and it was understood overall spin deviation regarding external magnetic field are prevalent at the surface of the spherical nanoparticles [30] . While a surface topology with low energy surface facet (e.g., (100)) allow for reduced surface anisotropy comparing between the spherical and cubic morphology of magnetic nanoparticles, however, a surface phase during the synthetic treatment can lead to different surface anisotropy from our investigation. Our synthetic method enabled the decrease in disordered surface spins degree with stable magnetite phase assisted by the alkaline metal reagent at the point of field-dependent exchange interaction effect. We synthesized two magnetite nanoparticles with identical size (15 nm) and spherical morphology. One (MNPalkaline) was obtained using alkaline metal reagent at 200 °C, and the other (MNPtypical) was produced without alkaline metal reagents at reflux temperature conditions of organic solvent. To evaluate a blocking temperature under the different external magnetic field, we performed a ZFC mode measurement using Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) under differently applied magnetic field (15 Oe, 30 Oe, and 50 Oe) from 50 K to 150 K in Figure 3 . At the condition of the lowest field of 15 Oe showed in Figure 3a in this study, the MNPalkaline (open square in Figure 3 ) showed lower blocking temperature with higher magnetization value than that of the MNPtypical (solid square in Figure 3) . A high degree of exchange interactions between the core spins and disordered surface spins under 15 Oe magnetic field result in higher blocking temperature of ~88 K for MNPtypical comparing with ~73 K for MNPalkaline. We understood that the alkaline metal reagent-assisted magnetite nanoparticles were less affected by surface disordered spins on exchange coupling leading to the negligible change of blocking temperature, which can indirectly present that surface phase was improved with addition of alkaline metal reagents when synthesized. As the blocking temperature is more critical to the nature of the disordered surface spins, the alkaline metal reagent-assisted iron oxide nanoparticles allow for fewer exchange interactions, and the surface spin deviation degree was tailored by treatment of reductive synthetic conditions with alkaline metal complexes. As the external magnetic field increases up to 50 Oe shown in Figure 3b ,c, MNPtypical showed the variation of extrinsic blocking temperature shifting to the lower temperature from 88 K to 73 K. In contrast, the maximum point of ZFC curves of MNPalkaline shows the negligible change of the extrinsic blocking temperature (~73 K). Under the magnetic field with 50 Oe, both magnetic nanoparticles of MNPalkaline and MNPtypical showed identical blocking temperatures and magnetization. Enhanced magnetic phase enables less disordered surface spins effect in magnetic nanoparticles and it was understood overall spin deviation regarding external magnetic field are prevalent at the surface of the spherical nanoparticles [30] . While a surface topology with low energy surface facet (e.g., (100)) allow for reduced surface anisotropy comparing between the spherical and cubic morphology of magnetic nanoparticles, however, a surface phase during the synthetic treatment can lead to different surface anisotropy from our investigation. Our synthetic method enabled the decrease in disordered surface spins degree with stable magnetite phase assisted by the alkaline metal reagent at the point of field-dependent exchange interaction effect. Compared with spherical iron oxide nanostructures, the iron oxide nanocubes present superior magnetic properties and enhanced hyperthermia performance for a cancer treatment due to their higher magnetic anisotropic characters [31] . Furthermore, directionality and packing behavior made Compared with spherical iron oxide nanostructures, the iron oxide nanocubes present superior magnetic properties and enhanced hyperthermia performance for a cancer treatment due to their higher magnetic anisotropic characters [31] . Furthermore, directionality and packing behavior made cubic nanoparticles of significant interest for the study of self-assembled nanostructures [32] . In a typical synthesis, fast heat-up process (heating rate of over 15 • C/min) of a mixture of Fe(acac) 3 , oleic acid, and aromatic ethers was reported to offer the ability of size control in the range from 22 nm to 160 nm for ferromagnetic nanocubes [33] . However, the heat-up condition is critical to control uniform size, shape, but it is challenging to apply to the mass production process. In addition, thermal decomposition of iron (III) oleate with a mixture of sodium oleate and alkane hydrocarbon solvent demonstrated the cubic morphology under the reflux condition of high boiling temperature organic phase for superparamagnetic nanocubes [32] . The oleate precursor approach limits the size of the superparamagnetic regime and showed polyphase core-shell structures in the regime of ferromagnetic nanostructures respectively.
In this context, our new approach with unique advantages of mild conditions (lower process temperature than reflux condition, mild heating rate, less usage of organic surfactant) can further provide a tantalizing opportunity to obtain the well-defined magnetite nanocubes with size control. Our facile strategies with alkaline metals reagents enable the solvothermal decomposition of iron precursors with sodium oleate around 200 • C for the formation of the monodisperse magnetite nanocubes as shown in Figure 4 and Figures S6-S8. Figure 4a schematically outlines the process of an alkaline metal-assisted synthetic method for uniform magnetic nanocubes. In this synthetic route, the alkaline metal reagent was decomposed and anion complex from alkaline reagents working as the oxidation agent which is an identical reaction mechanism for spherical nanoparticles synthesis shown in Figure 1 . Sodium oleate as surfactant has a high binding affinity to a specific crystalline facet and regulates the competitive growth in the <100> direction over the <111> direction with crystalline facet (100) of inverse spinel cubic structures which is leading to the fast growth along <111> direction and the final nanocubes surfaces are corresponding to (100) plane. The TEM image shown in Figure 4b-d revealed that the dimensions of the nanocubes could be controlled by varying the experimental conditions of sodium oleate concentration. Our versatile method provides uniform edge length of 22 ± 1.2 nm, 36 ± 2.5 nm, 57 ± 5.1 nm by controlling the quantity of sodium oleate, which is described in materials and method section. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image in Figure 4e shows the highly crystalline feature of the nanocubes with the measured d-spacing value (2.10 Å) of (400) magnetite plane. cubic nanoparticles of significant interest for the study of self-assembled nanostructures [32] . In a typical synthesis, fast heat-up process (heating rate of over 15 °C/min) of a mixture of Fe(acac)3, oleic acid, and aromatic ethers was reported to offer the ability of size control in the range from 22 nm to 160 nm for ferromagnetic nanocubes [33] . However, the heat-up condition is critical to control uniform size, shape, but it is challenging to apply to the mass production process. In addition, thermal decomposition of iron (III) oleate with a mixture of sodium oleate and alkane hydrocarbon solvent demonstrated the cubic morphology under the reflux condition of high boiling temperature organic phase for superparamagnetic nanocubes [32] . The oleate precursor approach limits the size of the superparamagnetic regime and showed polyphase core-shell structures in the regime of ferromagnetic nanostructures respectively. In this context, our new approach with unique advantages of mild conditions (lower process temperature than reflux condition, mild heating rate, less usage of organic surfactant) can further provide a tantalizing opportunity to obtain the well-defined magnetite nanocubes with size control. Our facile strategies with alkaline metals reagents enable the solvothermal decomposition of iron precursors with sodium oleate around 200 °C for the formation of the monodisperse magnetite nanocubes as shown in Figures 4 and S6-S8. Figure 4a schematically outlines the process of an alkaline metal-assisted synthetic method for uniform magnetic nanocubes. In this synthetic route, the alkaline metal reagent was decomposed and anion complex from alkaline reagents working as the oxidation agent which is an identical reaction mechanism for spherical nanoparticles synthesis shown in Figure 1 . Sodium oleate as surfactant has a high binding affinity to a specific crystalline facet and regulates the competitive growth in the <100> direction over the <111> direction with crystalline facet (100) of inverse spinel cubic structures which is leading to the fast growth along <111> direction and the final nanocubes surfaces are corresponding to (100) plane. The TEM image shown in Figure 4b-d revealed that the dimensions of the nanocubes could be controlled by varying the experimental conditions of sodium oleate concentration. Our versatile method provides uniform edge length of 22 ± 1.2 nm, 36 ± 2.5 nm, 57 ± 5.1 nm by controlling the quantity of sodium oleate, which is described in materials and method section. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image in Figure 4e shows the highly crystalline feature of the nanocubes with the measured d-spacing value (2.10 Å) of (400) magnetite plane. 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrated a facile method to synthesize enhanced pure phase and monodisperse magnetite nanoparticles and nanocubes. The alkaline metal reagents enable a lower reaction temperature than typical protocols using reflux conditions of an organic solvent. High reduction potential capability allows for the generation of intermediate oxidizing species from anions reagents, which produced a larger size than that of the reductively enhanced synthetic method without alkaline metal complexes. A burst reduction of iron reagents enables less usage of both capping agent and reducing agent and burst nucleation of monodisperse nanocrystals at low temperature. Our alkaline metal-assisted synthetic method for magnetite nanostructure allows for the enhanced pure phase of magnetite nanoparticles, and the blocking temperature variation due to exchange interplay between core spins and disordered surface spins depending on the external magnetic field indirectly elucidated by the state of the less-disordered surface spins. The shifting of blocking temperature represented the existence of disordered surface spins of magnetic nanoparticles, and we demonstrate the undetectable shifting of blocking temperature is associated with improved surface phase-assisted alkaline metal species during the nanoparticle formation.
Supplementary Materials:
The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-4701/8/2/107/s1, Figure S1 : XRD measurement confirmed the crystalline structure of magnetite nanoparticles with two samples from initial stage (red line, 200 • C, 0 min) and final state (black line, 200 • C, 60 min) of the reaction; Figure S2 : The oxidation state of iron at the outer surfaces of the synthesized nanoparticles was further investigated by XPS. While the complex structure of nanoscale samples prevents us from performing a full quantitative deconvolution of the Fe 2p spectra, the main Fe 2p peaks (black arrows) with the characteristic peak profile are observed for two samples which was heated at 200 • C and 250 • C respectively and indicates that the surface of the NPs is predominantly Fe 3+ . A satellite feature at 718.5 eV (blue arrow) is clearly observed for 250 • C heating condition and this satellite is most pronounced for pure Fe 2 O 3 and is not observed for pure Fe 3 O 4 ; Figure S3 : Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of synthesized magnetite nanoparticles which was cleaned with a mixture of toluene/ethanol several times. No alkaline metal element was detected; Figure S4 : TGA of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles synthesized with assistance of alkaline metal reagents; Figure S5 : ZFC-FC measurement of different size of magnetite nanoparticles; Figure S6 : Low magnification TEM images of magnetite nanocubes assisted by alkaline metal ions reductions. Various reagent concentration and reaction time enable the size control of magnetite nanocubes with the size distribution of (a) 22 ± 1.2 nm, (b) 36 ± 2.5 nm, and (c) 57 ± 5.1 nm in edge length. Scare bar is 50 nm; Figure S7 : XRD measurement of Fe 3 O 4 nanocubes confirmed as inverse spinel cubic structures; Figure S8 : Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of synthesized magnetite nanocubes.
